
 

 

Becoming an Anti-Racist Congregation TF (working group) 

June 10, 2021 

Meeting Notes  

 

What are the concrete markers of an anti-racist church?  

 

Matter of definition:  

Not-racist does not equal anti-racist 

 

Al Walker (AW)--in his work he has found that even within Black churches there is a need to 

examine their founding documents and consider what it means to be an anti-racist church.  

 

April (AJ)--this affirms the need for some kind of audit 

 

Darryl Searuggs (DS)--noting timeline/process: our subcommittee will likely be working on these 

marks for about 2 years. As a subcommittee what is our vision and mission? Guiding 

statements needed to keep us on track over the next couple years.  

 

AJ amended timeline to 6-8months to come up with Anti-Racist church markers.  

 Churches would then have the opportunity to go through a 12-18 month process to be 

acknowledged as an “Anti-Racist/Pro-Reconciling Church.”  

 

SLG concerning timeline-- would like to see a marker that functions more like a hermeneutic or 

value system that churches will continually use after the 12-18 month process in order to 

continue to be Anti-Racist/Pro-Reconciling 

 

AW--likes the timeline, but need to also have something on-going because the world is 

complicated and we will need to be able to continue to grow in understanding. “This is a bear we 

have to wrestle with, not in any way a cake walk.” Even with the precedent of our founding 

documents, we have an uphill battle.  

 

AJ--has an admin ass coming on and will add a place on the website to upload relevant 

documents  

Notices that we are saying that we need to really give a theological understanding of racism as 

a sin. This will affect all our theology.  

 

SLG--yes and some kind of method/expectation of ongoing discernment/self-reflection on 

education and practice as an Anti-Racist church 

 

AW--in the work he is doing, there will be ongoing certification where churches will have to show 

there on-going work.  

 



 

DS--Notes on Green Chalice. Likes clear markers in that process, difficulty with the term 

Reconciliation is that there is nothing in this country that we can look back to to “re”concile, 

instead we have to look forward to something that hasn’t ever existed. How do we acknowledge 

this, and define what we mean by “reconciliation” as a part of the education process.  

 

Some conversation about if there is a perception around if there are perceptions that “we have 

arrived” (Rev. Terri Hord Owens as Gen Minister for example). Our duel citizenship also 

challenges this… what happens in the country matters too. We have a biblical mandate and a 

“social” mandate. Being able to distinguish between “biblical Christ” and americanized Christ is 

important. DOC(CC) is the church to present a biblical/theological vision of anti-racism/pro-

reconciliation. 

 

AJ--In markers, we need to address that dualism between biblical mandate and social mandate. 

Both/and matters… we need to do both.  

Need to deal with the binary. That it isn’t anti-oppression or anti-racism, its both. 

A good question is “what is the larger narrative in our church and how does that compel us to 

address racism” 

  

Dr. David Anderson Hooker writes about the narrative 

 

SL- White people deflect talking about racism and want to just talk about “oppression” because 

they aren’t ready to acknowledge that whiteness/white culture is fundamentally unhealthy, 

developed in the context of trauma/traumatizing others. I don’t know how to get white people 

ready to talk about this.  

 

DS’s action and truth newsletter is REALLY good  

He is looking at-- What is this thing that makes white people uncomfortable and makes them 

want to deflect. This is really hard work and we cannot hide from the historical truths, we need 

to be able to understand how that affects us today. White people came here and tried to make a 

group of people disappear, and white people are still trying to make things/people that challenge 

them disappear. That’s what being “color-blind” is. Have got to get congregations ready for how 

hard this work is.  

 

Homework:  

April Johnson will look over the notes and offer a statement about what we mean by anti-

racist and pro-reconciling 

 

All of us will write up some concrete markers--rough draft & brainstormy that we can 

react to (add, subtract, combine) 

 

Next Meeting: 9:30am EST, 8:30 CT, 7:30 MT June 17th  



 

 

 


